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This paper intends to unpack the processes that shaped the contours of Bengali literary culture in Cachar and Tripura during the eighteenth century. In the context of shared political fortunes by Cachar and Tripura with Bengal since the ancient times, the socio-religious, cultural and linguistic similarities of these regions with Bengal were a spontaneous historical process. But eventually patronage extended by the rulers of both Cachar and Tripura resulted in the making of prolific Bengali literary cultures. But this corpus of literature produced beyond the ‘mainland of Bengal’ are often termed as residual and dialectic in nature, therefore do not feature in the ‘standard’ definition of Bengali language and literarines in the modern parlance. This paper attempts to draw attention to the cultural context of vernacularization in these two regions which essentially happened through the instrument of the Bengali language and the associated cultural elements of premodern Bengal.
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Introduction

Cachar and Tripura presently belong to the conglomeration of eight states called the Northeast in India.1 Making of the Bengali literary culture in the eighteenth-century Cachar and Tripura will essentially involve tracing the history of two kingdoms, the Heramba kingdom of the Dimasa Kacharis in Cachar and the Tripura kingdom by the Tripuris in Tripura, under whose patronage Bengali cultural efflorescence was witnessed in these regions. Knowledge about the earliest past of the two communities still remain in obscurity for the absence of both literary and archaeological evidences. It is all the more a daunting task to construct the past from the royal chronicles and genealogies written at a much later date and which are nothing but myth laden narratives, essentially resorting to concoction of an ancestry in the ancient Indian sacred texts to establish divine pasts of the ruling elites. Nevertheless, their history from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century had been preserved in many forms, for
example literature, archaeology, numismatics etc. (Ray, 2006: 74). Cachar is presently one of the districts of Assam which got annexed to the British Territory in India in 1832 CE (Sengupta, 2011: 4). Cachar plains or South Cachar is geographically an extension of the Gangetic plain (ibid). It is one of the three districts that make the Barak valley, named after the principle river of the valley, Barak. The valley also includes Kailashahar-Dharmanagar area of Tripura. The Tiperas, who ruled over Tripura also ruled parts of the Barak Valley and included in the thirteenth century. They made one of the capitals of their kingdom in Khalangsa in Cachar (Choudhury, 1317: 96). Tripuri control over Cachar ended in sixteenth century after it was captured by the Koch king Chilarai (Guha, 1971: 30). The west and southwest Tripura were linked with Samatata (Dhaka) and Radha (West Bengal) of ancient Bengal (Debbarman, 1998: 35). Bengal Delta’s political destiny oscillated between Cachar and Tripuri occupations. By the dint of sharing geographical proximity these communities exhibited similarities in scripts, language and other cultural traits with Bengal. Literary specimens, official documents, royal edicts, inscriptions, numismatics, diplomatic letters etc. from the sixteenth century till the nineteenth century gave birth to prolific Bengali literary communities. Though these communities have been claimed to be part of the larger cultural Bengal but there have been meagre attempts to preserve this corpus of literature. It has often been labelled as inferior and secondary to standard Bengali literature. While Bengali linguistic and cultural superiority over these literary specimens had been an established narrative in trying to understand the significance of the corpus, in Cachar both the Assamese and the Bengali litterateurs had been constant claimants over the corpus in stating that it was the pre-modern version of their respective languages. But unfortunately, in both Assam and Bengal, the college and university did little to include the corpus in the curricula. Preservation of the literature was largely the result of personal pursuits and intermittent state support.

The broad theme which the paper engages itself with is the making of a regional Bengali culture essentially through the instrument of the language of Bangla outside the ‘mainland’ of Bengal, the socio-political context in which these Bengali literary communities had come into being, also discuss how comprehension of these communities affected the contours of making the narrative of the history of Bengali language and literature, ensconced in the nineteenth century political and social consciousness of being a Bengali.

**The Context of the Text Production**

Today the district of Cachar has been reduced to the sole region of Silchar, which serves as the district headquarter. The Jayantia kingdom and the Heramba kingdoms took turns to establish their hegemony in this region. Since the thirteenth Century, Dimasa as a political entity tried to curve a niche for themselves, which faced constant impediments from Ahom aggression. The Dimasas, being fiercely independent in nature and reasonably equipped in military tactics tested their political ambition against the Ahoms which resulted in direct confrontations between the two entities. For a brief period, status quo could be maintained on mutual agreement of peace. But it did
not last long as political aspirations on both sides led to renewed military contestations (Devi, 1968: 80). Cachar from mid sixteenth century to mid eighteenth century was under the subjugation of Koch kingdom. Chilarai, the Koch king invaded Cachar in 1562 CE and Koch rule continued in Cachar till 1745 CE (Ghoshal, 1942: 172). Sometime during the middle of the sixteenth century, the Dimasas capital at Dimapur (Nagaland) was destroyed by the Ahoms and were forced to migrate to Maibong (North Cachar Hills) and established their second capital (Gait, 1984: 90-92, Allen, 1905: 19-25). After the death of the Koch king Chilarai, the Dimasas recovered the Nowgang area (Gait, 1948: 248). They now proclaimed themselves independent rulers under the ambitious Dimasa raja Yasonarayan. The final transfer of their capital in the Cachar plains took place in 1750 CE (Soppitt, 1885: 4), after living through a long and tedious phase of battles with the Ahoms, the Koches and the Jayantias. Heramba kingdom under the Dimasas now included Hills of the North Cachar, Silchar and Hailakandi of the present times. The last half of the eighteenth century witnessed the making of the Dimasa state where the traditional tribal systems and socio-religious rituals were articulated in Hindu Brahmanical terms, a phenomenon echoing that of the acculturation process of tribal communities in the premodern and modern periods. In case of both Cachar and Tripura, this detribalisation had occurred through the means of appeasement of the class of Brahmins, royal households adopting Brahmanical norms and rituals and translation of old Hindu Puranic texts. In both cases, the language of Bengali played as the medium through which such a process of cultural reorientation took place.

In narrating the history of Tripura, names of the Dimasas, the Tripuris, the Ahoms, the Jayantias etc. will be repeated as territorial ambitions of these potentates were tied to each other. During the same time when the Dimasas were fighting their political destiny against the neighbouring kingdoms, Tripuri kingdom was also busy in carving a piece of sovereign land in the Brahmaputra-Barak valley region. The earliest history of the Tripura kingdom is hard to trace as is the case with other tribal communities from the northeast. Rajmala, the most read, referred and critiqued among all the sources regarding the obscure past of Tripura narrate fabricated lineages of the kings with the intention to provide them a divine ancestry. Govinda Manikya, probably the most significant of all the kings of the Tripura kingdom ascended the throne at the end of the seventeenth century, i.e. in 1660 CE, succeeding his father Kalyan Manikya (Roychoudhury, 1983: 27). His political career was interrupted by civil wars and he was compelled to flee to Arakan (southern Burma). He went to Arakan for both political asylum and to ask for military assistance to win back his territory, to the Arakan king Sri Chandra Sudhamma in which he was successful (Choudhury 1983: 28). Tripura kingdom’s existence throughout the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries rested on negotiations with the Mughals precisely on payment of regular tribute. Eighteenth century was also the time when the Tripura kingdom made efforts to mend their relationship with the Ahoms and exchange of envoys between the two kingdoms was instrumental. By the time we reach the middle of the eighteenth century, Tripura kingdom was facing aggression from Mughals who made stronger arrangements to capture Tripura. During Nawab Shuja-ud-din’s reign in Bengal Tripura
was reduced to a zamindari functioning under the Mughals with the Tripura Raja compelled to pay Rs. 5000 as rent. Tripura mostly witnessed internal rivalries where the political fulcrum remained affected by Mughal aggression. From the later part of the eighteenth century till the first half of the nineteenth century, rivalry in the Tripuri royal household, British occupation of the lands under the Diwani rights conferred by the Mughals, Tripura kingdom existed as mere zamindari lands on the British papers.

Making of the Bengali literary Culture

Use of Bangali language and the script was in vogue in these two regions throughout the medieval and early modern period. The language of Bangla had not really reached its mature phase and the script and lettering were still going through alterations. The Bengali compositions therefore exhibited local influence both in terms of the script and vocabulary. Instances are available where we witness Sanskrit was written in Bengali script and the Bengali letters in many cases exhibited resemblance to modern Assamese letters in Cachar. The *magnum opus* of Herambo kingdom of Cachar Sri Naradi Rasamrita (Hence forth NS) was a translation of Brihannaradiya Purana from Sanskrit to Bengali, which was composed in the eighteenth century during the reign of Raja Sudarpanarayan (1708-1720 CE). In Tripura this same text was translated from Sanskrit to Bengali during Govinda Manikya’s reign (1660-1673 CE).

Many such Sanskritic texts were translated in Bengali and were circulated in these regions till the nineteenth century, a literary drive conventionally understood to be feeding into the process of Hinduisation of Southern Assam and Tripura (Bhattacharjee, 1991). In Bengal this literary drive to translate puranas into Bengali had its inception in the fifteenth century. This process was termed by Dinesh Chandra Sen as ‘Pauranic Renaissance’ where in the aftermath of the decline of Buddhism and the rise of the ‘spirit’ to free Bengali language from the Prakrit influence and bringing back the Sanskritic expression in the language had resulted in translation of many puranas in Bengali (Sen, 1911: 151).

Regarding the use of Bengali language and script, eighteenth century could be termed as the mature phase in both Cachar and Tripura where it has traversed a long journey from using the Bengali script for Sanskrit language, to using Bengali as the official language. Most of the texts which could be procured from the region were composed from the seventeenth to the end of the Eighteenth century. Eighteenth century was a unique period in regard to the development of vernaculars. Bengali language in the eighteenth century had been functioning in the complex liminality where glimpses of the influence of Sanskrit could still be seen and the touch of modernity was gradually making its way where a mixed but a simpler form of Bengali was being used.

The earliest inscriptions of the Dimasa kingdom in Cachar could be found from Raja Meghanarayan’s time who ascended the throne in 1566 CE. These were also one of the firsts evidences of the use of Bengali alphabets and language when in 1576 CE a gate has been constructed by the raja in Maibong royal palace. The inscriptions had been on the door lintel of the main gateway of the capital city of Maibong. The Bengali version given below:
In the first part of the eighteenth century, Maharaja Tamradhaj Narayan (1706-1708) commissioned a book of law to be written in Bengali. This book was adopted during the time of raja Krishanchandra (1790-1813 CE) and Maharaja Gobindra Chandra (1813-1830 CE) later commissioned the Rule book during his reign with a few additions which was called *Heramba Rajar Dandabidhi* (Bhattacharya, 2007). King Sudarpanarayan under whose patronage NR was composed was the son of deceased king Tamradhwaj. Sudarpanarayan was a very young to shoulder the duties of a head of the state. Therefore, all royal responsibilities were taken care of by the Queen Chandraprabha. Under the Rajmata or queen’s patronage, a brahmin from Sylhet, Bhuvaneswar Bachaspati had been asked to translate Brihannariya Purana, an ancient puranic text eulogising Vishnu, into Bengali. This text was later edited and named as *Sri Naradi Rasamrita*. Apart from this text Brahmapurara was also translated in this period (Ray, 2008: 23). An excerpt from the text composed in the Dimasa kingdom is given below:

The original text of the translated Purana could not be found in full. Its reference could be traced in other secondary works which deals with the history of Cachar. The above lines quoted from the Brahmapurara translated in Dimasa court, it talked about the noble act of offering food to people which would earn the person a place in...
heaven. It adds that guests are to be treated with utmost care and it is the primary ‘dharma’ or duty of the human beings. The excerpt talks about a special offering called “antardan”, an offering done with greatest sincerity in the heart of the giver. The tradition of translation of Puranas was a prolific literary pursuit in the northeast region throughout the medieval period. One such kingdom in the northeast was the Koch kingdom which patronised numerous works which were translations of Puranas, like the Bhagwat Purana, Skanda Purana, Bhavishya Purana, Naradiya Purana, Padma Purana etc (Bandopadhyay, 1986: 209-210)

A small excerpt from NR is given below:

In the above excerpt from the mentioned Purana, the vocabulary reflected a heavy influence of vernacular. Specially while using of the verbs and the pronouns. This influence in the literary composition. The traces of regional language and vocabulary were quite explicit from the beginning of the text, Sri Narada Rasamrita. The above excerpt has been taken from the ‘Katharambha’ or the very first stanza of the poem. The highlighted parts denote the use of local vocabulary and unformalised Bengali spellings used in the composition. With eventual progress in the text, use of such regional vocabularies and patterns of word compositions increase.

The above excerpt is taken from eighteenth chapter of Sri Narada Rasamrita where words being used from the local vocabulary could be found in abundance. From the Barak valley region, the Puranas could be found to be written from the sixteenth till the nineteenth century (Bhattacharya and Deb, 1983-84). The list of manuscripts in the Silchar Normal school says that Puranas were continued to be composed till the 1830s. Mention may be made of the Padmapurana which were produced in different periods in the valley.
Raja udarpanarayan himself composed poems in Bengali, dedicating his compositions to the household deity of Dimasa kingdom, Ranachandi. A small excerpt from his composition is below:

In the above poem raja Sudarpanarayan asked the deity for blessings as he proclaimed himself as somebody who did not know all the rituals but he was willing to offer a ‘bali’ or sacrifice to please the deity.

Other Cachari rajas also composed songs in Bengali. For example, raja Ramchandra Dhwaj Narayan (1728-1735 CE). An excerpt from the poem is given below:

This song above was more of a plea made to the deity in a situation of danger when all he wanted was the deity to save him. He also mentioned Durga and Shiva in this excerpt which implied their religious inclination.

With the shift of their capital to Khaspur, the area gradually attracted people to settle in the forested area. The sanads or land grants given to mostly the brahmins used to indicate the geographical boundaries and specifically mentioned that these lands could be enjoyed by the grantees and their progenitors and the rights would be protected under royal supervision. In 1736 AD, Maharaj Kirthi Chandra Narayan (1735 -1745 CE) wrote two sanads to Moni Ram Laskar of Barkhala in the Bengali.

One of the sanads is read as follows:

 computational model
In 1791 CE Maharaja Krishna Chandra directed some of his subjects living in Hailakandi to deforest some jungle and to settle people there. It is read as:

```
অভয় চুক্ত-শিষ্য পত্র হালকাদিত উদিত ও রাজ্যের প্রতি লিখিত কার্যক্রম তুমার তথ্যের অনুসারে আলাপপুরের পুরুষে কমলান সরকারের কাছে রাখী প্রিয়টী...বিদেশে দিলাম, এই জমলার চুর্চিতনা পুরুষে আর কাঁদে না...দুনিয়া হালী নদী খান- এর মধ্যে বসিতে দিলাম। (ibid)
```

Another example is given below of Dimasa raja Krishanchandra’s composition:

```
নাম তোমার রাণাকরা মান রাণ জন ছদ্ম
রাজ্যের হয়ে তোমার মান কথা কথা সাধনি।
ঝুঃকন্তন এই অহিলাস মাতোনাড়ের নামটি শুনি।
সময় তোমা বাহ তোমার নামে নামি।
মোরা হাসে মহিষ বলি মান তুফান নামি গলি।
আরো মান তোমা সিদু মান বলি।
চুক্ততাতে অন্ন মান মান তোমার নামটি কাপে কৃত্তব্য মহারাজে মানুষর চন্দ্র নাগে। (Nath, 2006: 81)
```

This was also in the nature of a plea to help him during war when Krishanchandra had to flee in the jungle. He made a promise in the above poem to the deity Ranachandi that he would offer her sacrifices of goat and duck if he was saved from the situation by her.

```
মায়া আম কেতুসে কললোপ মান দেশমুখ নামে
মনো মান পুনর্ব্য মানা মুখে নাম নামি মাছি।
না দিলাম তোমার মান মান মানি করি করি যুক নিশ্চলে মহিষে পিতার মান মান দিব্য পুণে।
আমারা ভুক্ত ভর্তি ভাবে ভাবার মান মানে সাতে।
কুমারসাকিম চন্দ্র কলি মান তোমা তোমা হইল রাজা।
রাজা তোমার দেশে নো মান করিব তোমার পুত্রা। (ibid)
```

The above lines echoed the same sentiments as that of the previous poem where he narrated his plight in leaving his country behind. He also laments over the death of his father and how his kingdom was taken over by his mother. He also mentioned his brother raja Govindachandra and asked to bless of the brothers as he proclaimed them inferior to her power. In the end he promised to hold a ritualistic ceremony if he could go back to his kingdom victorious. In the poem mentioned below he repeated his pleas saying that he considered the times to be unfortunate and did not blame the deity for his misfortune:

```
মরে বলিলে দেখি মঞ্চ কালেন্দের কি হইবে উপায়।
আমি ভাবি মান মান মান মানে মান কেন।
মাননার কি দেখি বিলুপ্তি আপনি কৃপনি।
মোরা হাসে মহিষ বলি মান তোমার নাম দেখ।
তবে বলি কর দুৰ্বল কথা রাজ পায়। (ibid)
```
This terracotta plaque in the above picture has been preserved in the Normal school manuscript section in Silchar was found from the Cachar region. The date being engraved on it is 1694 sakabda or 1772 CE and it is in Bengali. This is another evidence of using Bengali Script and Bengali Calendar in this region in the eighteenth century. Bengali months were also in use on the official letters, in the land deeds and receipts of revenues and papers of sale of zamindari lands.

The language spoken in Cachar has been identified to be akin to Kamrupi or old form of Assamese by Grierson in his linguistic survey (Grierson, 1903: 4). The Cachari variety of either Bengali or Assamese had been defined a dialect of Assamese because according to Grierson, the language was more familiar to Assamese, phonologically and morphologically. The vantage point of Grierson’s classification was Bengali of the early nineteenth century as the modern form of Bengali. It has been stated that Bengali language in Cachar did not exist from the beginning and that it had only reached Cachar in recent times (Tunga, 1995: x). Added to this hypothesis was the conviction that the “ingenuity” of the people residing in the region had a dialect with vocabularies of local origin. This language or ‘dialect’ is akin to both Assamese and Bengali. The script also has resemblance to both these languages. There are claims therefore from literati of both these languages to assign the origin of both languages to the form in Barak Valley.

In Cachar the Bengali spoken and used is often termed as “Cachari Bengali” (Tunga, 1995: ix). which was defined as a dialect of standard Bengali and it has also been mentioned that this “dialect” of Bengali has no resemblance with that of the “standard Bengali” (Tunga, 1995: xiii). The Bengali script and language being used in the eighteenth century was claimed by two Linguistic groups as the proto form of their language i.e. Bengali and Assamese. Historians and litterateurs of both Bengal and Assam had credited the poets and their compositions with early modern pursuits of literary activities in their respective languages. The script which was used in both Cachar and Tripura had resemblance with both Bengali and Assamese, for example the letter ‘b’ or ‘ð’ in Assamese and ‘n’ in Bengali. Whereas in Assamese the two letters are still written in the same way with a minor difference, modern Bengali script has done away with slashing of the letter in between.

The nature of language being used in the sanads or land grants, the inscriptions and the poetic composition by the rajas differs. The sanads and inscriptions were heavily influenced by the local version of the Bengali being used. In NR the language
was more formalised than the land grants but it still could not escape the influence of the regional parlance. It is true that the language could not be distinguished as either pure Bengali or pure Assamese and therefore the debate to consider these texts as the medieval and early modern specimens of their languages are still rife in the linguistic debate. As has been mentioned in the previous section in this paper, the formalisation of the Bengali alphabets and language which were taking place in Bengal during the last phase of the eighteenth century did not have any impact upon the region of Cachar. The evolution of the language had been taking place at its own pace and in the very particular socio-cultural milieu which ran parallel to the developments of Bengali language in Bengal.

A precedence of the eighteenth century Bengali literary culture in Tripura could be found in the seventeenth century (1651 CE) during the time of raja Kalyan Manikya. It was a royal edict which enumerated the gifting of a piece of land to a Brahmin:

Govinda Manikya (1660-1673 CE) commissioned the transition of Brihannaradiya Rasamrita, as has been mentioned before but the author’s identity could not be determined. In one of the parts of the composition were the poets usually identify themselves as the author read as follows:

It can be surmised from the above lines that the translation was done by a group of brahmins. A few more lines from the text as follows:

It can be surmised from the above lines that the translation was done by a group of brahmins. A few more lines from the text as follows:
Since the reign of Raja Dhanamanikya (1463-1515 CE) Bengali received pre-eminence over Sanskrit. Dhanamanikya commissioned a poet called Ram and composed a poem in the panchali meter a text of Pret Chaturdashi (Bhattacharya, 2003: 32). This is a text which is usually used during the worship of Kali puja. Before his reign Sanskrit was the medium of literary composition. Dhanamanikya brought changes in the literary landscape of Tripura by replacing Sanskrit with Bengali as the latter was more intelligible to the common subjects who were not versed in Sanskrit. This brought about a substantial change in the literary cultural scene of Tripura. Krishnamala which threw light on the reign of raja Krishnamanikya (1760-1763 CE) also mentioned specifically in the text that the poet, a brahmin called Ramganga was asked by Rajadhar Manikya (1785-1803 CE) to compose the legends of his uncle in Prakrit so that the common masses of Tripura. A few lines from Krishnamala are mentioned below:

During the reign of Dharma Manikya II a usurper named Jagatram, who was also a descendant of Chhatra Manikya, instigated the Mughals to attack Udaipur, the capital of the Tripura kingdom (Ray, 2008: 46). Jagat Ram made promises to the Mughals to send them regular tribute in exchange of the throne in Tripura kingdom. He commissioned translations of many ancient sanskrit texts during his reign (1726/27 CE). One of such texts was Kriyayogsar from Padmapurana in 1727 CE. The author had just identified himself as Mukunda. An excerpt from the text is given below:
The rajas in Tripura kingdom instructed to make copies of the texts which were being translated and that it should be preserved in every household of the kingdom (Ray, 2008: 47). The intention lied in dissemination of the literary culture in the entire stretch of the kingdom and to establish the culture of the king as the culture of the kingdom. But Bengali literary specimens procured from Tripura the region portrayed a different kind of cultural pursuit where royal patronage was not the incentive to compose. One of the such texts was Champak Bijoy whose author Sheikh Mahaddi wrote under the patronage of Mir Khan who was one of the commanders in the Tripura military. Sheikh Mahaddi narrated the tumultuous time of Raja Ratnamanikya’s reign (1682-1712 CE). This text is one of the few Bengali texts written in Tripura by a Muslim poet. The text starts with eulogising the Hindu Gods and Goddesses and in the entire text there were many references to Hindu Puranas and ancient texts. But the language was different from the more formalised structure of the former poems being mentioned earlier in this chapter.

The language of Champak bijoy had more influence of the local vocabulary and specially resembled the language of Eastern Bengali variety of Bengali. This was essentially written to profess the glory of Mir Khan, the patron of the author and how his courage and prowess helped the raja in his military campaigns. The language was more colloquial, the intention to write in the particular vocabulary and expression was to increase its readership among the common masses. This was a significant example of the literary culture beyond the court circle. A few lines from the text are given below:

TYA

NAMO GHANESHA
PRABHAM PRABHAM KAAR PRABHAM KAAR PRABHA NIRMALAM
KAARIKA HEI JAYU KAIRIL SUKHAM
NANA KAI VIBHAV YI KAIRIL BARIKI
TAN KAI KAI HEEN KAI AAYII PALLIT... (GANACHOURHY, 1995: 1)

TUBE TARE TIRPURA BANG HILE ECAYE
MUSCHI KARITHE BAAI SODHAR BARG
JUGHATO BANG SAM PRABH APAYE
RAJAKARYA KARITHE RAJALAY DIN BAR
SUHAR PRABH TVAAJAM DHEK KAIRIL UDDYER
GRAN HARMIK MUSCHI ABDAM DHEEY
DEOWAYA SUHARISHEE CHAMPAARYA JAYE
BUHAR HILE JAGARNISHA KALAM SUHAR
HANGABHAN MUSURABHAN DUBEH MAHASER
RAJAKARYA AAYI HILE HEEN GAZAMAI (GANACHOURHY, 1995: 26)
Another example which will contribute to our understanding of the literary pursuits beyond the court was Gajinama, a poem written by Sheikh Manuhar written during the last half of the eighteenth century (Bhattacharya, 2003: 101). This was a poem which was written out of a personal volition by Manuhar who heard this story from his grandfather. Shamsher Gaji who was usually known as a dacoit in Tripuri folk culture revolted against the raja of Tripura during the reign of Indramanikya. This was known as the Shamsher Gaji’s revolt (1767-68 CE). The language used in the poem also had explicit influence of local version of the language of Bengali. Since Manuhar did not write under any official patronage, his desire in commemorating the deeds of an erstwhile usurper of the throne of Tripura monarchy and narrate the last days of Tripura kingdom did not necessitate him to use any formalized version of the language. This text was an evidence of the nature of Bengali language in use during the eighteenth century. A few lines from the text are mentioned below:

This Bengali literary activity in Tripura which had its inception in the fifteenth/sixteenth century in Tripura, continued up to the nineteenth century and beyond. A text composed during the reign of Kashichandra Manikya (1826-1830 CE) called Srenimala was an example in this regard. A few lines from the text:

Another example which will contribute to our understanding of the literary pursuits beyond the court was Gajinama, a poem written by Sheikh Manuhar written during the last half of the eighteenth century (Bhattacharya, 2003: 101). This was a poem which was written out of a personal volition by Manuhar who heard this story from his grandfather. Shamsher Gaji who was usually known as a dacoit in Tripuri folk culture revolted against the raja of Tripura during the reign of Indramanikya. This was known as the Shamsher Gaji’s revolt (1767-68 CE). The language used in the poem also had explicit influence of local version of the language of Bengali. Since Manuhar did not write under any official patronage, his desire in commemorating the deeds of an erstwhile usurper of the throne of Tripura monarchy and narrate the last days of Tripura kingdom did not necessitate him to use any formalized version of the language. This text was an evidence of the nature of Bengali language in use during the eighteenth century. A few lines from the text are mentioned below:

This Bengali literary activity in Tripura which had its inception in the fifteenth/sixteenth century in Tripura, continued up to the nineteenth century and beyond. A text composed during the reign of Kashichandra Manikya (1826-1830 CE) called Srenimala was an example in this regard. A few lines from the text:
If we argue that the rulers of Tripura and Cachar were trying to imbibe a culture which was prevalent in Bengal at this point in time, we would not be attentive to the ways political and cultural language being unfolded in Bengal and in areas surrounding it. In the eighteenth century the vernacular languages, like Bengali, Urdu, Hindavi etc. were used to carve out regional cultural niches beyond the erstwhile formidable presence of languages like Sanskrit and Persian. Their articulation of regional cultural expression was conveyed through using of the locally accepted languages. But during the same time in regions like the Heramba and Tripuri kingdom, Bengali was used to assert the identity of the ruling class. Tripura’s demography from the ancient times had been fed by migration from its neighbouring regions, especially Bengal. Regions of Sylhet, Chittagong, Noakhali or eastern part of Bengal which fall into the country of Bangladesh presently, had decisive influence on the language, culture and religion of Tripura. On many occasions throughout the state formation process in Tripura, the rajas encouraged settlement of people from the Bengal, which included the class of Brahmins, artisans, artists etc. Raja Dhanamnikiya for example invited artists or sculptors to build Hindu temples and Ratna Manikya settled many Hindu Bengali families in the tribal areas of Tripura. Though in other aspects such as religion, architecture etc. the influence of Bengal’s culture remained palpable, pronouncement of their ideological and political stand was quite contrary to what was transpiring in Bengal’s socio-political milieu. These literary communities in the Northeast was in the process of establishing a literary culture which went back to the literary traditions of older times, by translating Hindu religious texts for buttressing their identities. It is a unique moment in the history of the eighteenth-century social history where the same language is used for contrasting purposes, for varying motives.

If we examine the literary corpus which were produced beyond the court, their use of the Bengali language differed both in themes and vocabulary. The corpus of literature which existed beyond the courts, in both Cachar and Tripura, weaved local folktales, ritualistic songs, eulogies of local heroes and old tales of the regions. The use of language in these corpuses tend to incline more towards the kind of Bengali which is spoken by the local people and therefore free of any influence from either Sanskrit or the kind of standardised Bengali usually associated with the heartland of Bengali language. We do know that the texts which were produced under the aegis of the kings or at times composed by the kings themselves, at court were instructed to be both copied and transmitted.

Sheldon Pollock stated that the selection of a language through which courtly cultural language would be articulated, must be predicated on a well thought out political strategy on the part of the polity (Pollock, 1998: 46). The choice would determine their identity in the sphere of negotiation with rival powers, legitimacy in their polity and the image that they want to create for the posterity. The Dimasa Cacharis and the Tripuri kings were originally of tribal ancestry. Their selection of the language of the predominant community in the sphere of their reign was both an inevitable and deliberate strategy.

In case of Cachar and Tripura, the linguistic landscape was quite diverse. Apart from Bengali, which is regionally called Sylheti, the other languages which existed parallel were Ahomiya, Meitei etc. In Cachar and Kokborok, Kuki etc. In Tripura.
Among them Bengali, or the regionally developed version of the language with influences from other parts of the Barak Valley and especially eastern Bengal or present-day Bangladesh had been receiving preeminence over other languages since the sixteenth century. We have already given an overview of the political developments under the Cachari Dimasas in Cachar and the Tripuri dynasty and their patronage and being extended to the language of Bengali. It has to be understood in the very political contexts of the two kingdoms, the Heramba and the Tripura kingdoms in Cachar and Tripura respectively that the Bengali was adopted both as the official language of the state and for diplomatic exchanges. Other than these, numismatic and epigraphic evidences also prove the point that in both Cachar and Tripura Bengali as a language had gained some eminence. During the eighteenth century, as has been mentioned before, both the language and the literature of Bengali were going through major shifts. Apart from translation of major Sanskrit texts into Bengali under the aegis of the European Missionaries and later by the British Utilitarians, the effects of such a transformation in the linguistic landscape of Bengal did not quite reach the so-called frontier regions of Cachar and Tripura. These cultures remained in a cultural and linguistic perpetuity where printing only reached in the middle of the nineteenth century. The themes of literature in eighteenth century in both Cachar and Tripura remained closely associated with various religious trends where texts were being translated from Sanskrit though majority were Vaisnava religious poetry, mostly handwritten on *tulot* paper or soft clothes made of cotton. In Cachar however we also get texts related to Natha tradition throughout the Barak valley.

My research has landed me at the behest of oldest reservoir of texts in the Barak Valley, The Normal School, which was established in 1906 CE with the intention of collecting and collating Bengali and Sanskrit literary texts of this region. Eminent scholars of the region, namely Agharnath Adhikari (the first superintendent of the school), Jagannath Deb, Tarinicharan Das, Maulabi Abdul Bari, Kulinbehari Bhattacharya and others joined hands since then in taking the much-needed initiative to gather texts of all religious colours, Saivite, Vaisnavee and Brahmanical, which the valley boasts of playing host to. These texts are mostly transmitted in nature, meaning that most of the manuscripts found from this region and kept in the bosom of Normal School, had been copied from the original texts. Moreover, since in most of the manuscripts, colophons are missing, the actual date and time of the composition of the texts could not be determined. But it could be surmised that since these texts had been copied from texts which must have been older, such narratives must have been part of the literary tradition in the region. Few texts like Manasamangal, Vaisnav Bandana, Nemai Sanyas have been found whose language resemble that of eighteenth-century Bengali script as concluded by Professor Amalendu Bhattacharya. The Vaisnav songs still feature in regular ritualistic performances in Cachar on religion occasions. It can be understood as a continuous literary and cultural process which had its inception in the medieval period, around the middle of seventeenth century when Gouriyo Vaisnavism made its appearance in the Bengal. And being historically related and geographically connected to the Bengal Delta, Cachar could not stay untouched by its effects. The texts as has been mentioned above, had been composed from the middle of the seventeenth till the early nineteenth century exhibit evidence of early
Bengali script practiced and preserved in the region.

Manipur and Tripura, neighbouring regions of Assam where Vaisnavism struck deeper roots, Cachar was the main passage through which the tenets travelled. The last ruler of Heramba rajya in Cachar, Raja Govindachandra composed songs and poems dedicating to Krishna in the middle of the nineteenth century, a tradition which he kept alive from his ancestors. This bore testimony to the fact that in Cachar the literary pursuits, from the court circle to the local level, endeavoured to practice and preserve the literary activities with much vigour, presenting the scholar a significant window to observe their cultural making of the region.

The Dimasa rajas built their last capital at Khaspur, an Archaeological Survey of India marked area, 25kms away from the main city has the remains of Dimasa fort built in the middle of the eighteenth century. The Raja’s palace, bath hall, temple of Ranachandi give inroads into both religious and cultural inclinations of the kingdom. The Architectural patterns used in making of the fort complex resemble that of the huts in the villages of Bengal. Influence from the Bengali style of architecture is a significant addendum to the cultural making of this region.

The temple structure above is the Ek-bangla temple with single entrance. Sether Bangla (1779 CE) from Pabna, Bangladesh (McCutchion, 1983)\(^1\). Below is Keshta Ray Temple, Vishnupur (Ghosh, 2005: 28).
The picture above is of the ruined palace structure of the Dimasa kingdom. And below is the Ranachandi temple in the palace premises. Observe the similarity in the architectural pattern of the two buildings, specially the roof of the palace resembles that of the ek-chala or one-roof pattern borrowed from the temples of Bengal.

In case of Tripura the Vaisnava texts only few of which could be procured are scattered throughout the city of Agartala, in different libraries, museums and archives. Most of these texts remained unedited till date and the indifference regarding the significance of the corpus was palpable when one endeavours to search for them. Though in comparison to Cachar, preservation of the Bengali culture and celebrating its associated cultural tapestry had been better in Tripura. Royal patronage and initiative throughout the medieval and early modern period in this pursuit had been instrumental. In later years state initiative had been significant in this regard for archiving the literary as well as other cultural remnants associated with the Bengali language and the history of the community.

The Bengali literary cultures in Cachar and Tripura had often been analysed as part of the Brahmanisation of the Brahmaputra valley which spilled over the Barak valley and Tripura. If we examine the courtly culture and its associated cultural manifestations, it will surely lead one to conclude that the Bengali literary culture
which flourished in these two regions were representative of the typically Hindu upper caste culture where supremacy of the class of Brahmans in matters of administration and beyond was established since the beginning of the Dimasa state formation process in Khaspur, the last capital of the Heramba kingdom. Brahmins played significant roles in matters of coronation, presiding over any religious rituals in the royal house or translating Sanskrit texts. This was a continuation of a tradition from the fifteenth century where two Brahmans, named Sukreshwar and Baneshwar were commissioned to translate Rajmala from Sanskrit to Bengali in Tripura. Before the Dimasa kingdom of Heramba was established in Khaspur, the Koches used to rule the region. And under the Koches Brahmans from Kamrup were invited to the region and asked to settle down. This tradition was later continued by the Dimasas when Brahmans were invited to settle in the area and were given lands to settle in. In matters of commencing the cult of any deity, constructing temples, use of the typical trope of seeing the deity in dreams and thereby legitimizing the rule by a ‘divine sanction’ were very common features in the making of the socio-cultural and religious fabric in both Cachar and Tripura.

**Conclusion**

The idea of a community is closely related with its shared historical experience. In the process of acquiring characteristics which would define a community being different from the others, sometimes deliberate and in most of the times, circumstantial events play a significant role. Definitions of a community also undergo alterations which often require a community to adhere to certain features, in different historical contexts, conveniently justifiable in order to cater to immediate socio-cultural needs. Bengal as a political entity and Bengal as a cultural entity definitely share intertwined historical timeline. In case of the Bengali community, like many other, the language has always played a significant incentive to encompass them into a distinct entity. But the language itself had gone through many stages and in the process of its evolution socio-cultural and religious elements it carried within the fold had been curiously varied. Even in the same period, different versions of Bengali gave different meanings to different classes of people. It is when Bengalis as a community faced the imposition of other linguistic domination, that the concerted fierce effort to unite as a group resulted in movements. One such memory, surfacing at the top of the map of movements, is the *Bhasha Andolon* or Language Movement of 1948, in the backdrop of imposition of Urdu as the official language in East Pakistan on the Bengali speaking majority, movement which resulted in the birth of the nation of Bangladesh in 1971. Another such language movement which never drew such worldwide attention was the movement in south Assam or in Cachar, against the imposition of Assamese on the Bengali speaking majority in 1964. 21st February which is celebrated as International Mother Tongue Day, overshadowed the struggle of 19th May in Silchar which is only locally commemorated as *Bhasha Sahid Dibosh* or Language Martyr day where it took place. Discovery, recognition, preservation of these texts in the period which followed the prolific endeavors to collate the entire corpus of Bengali texts by the enthusiastic litterateurs led to generation of interest among scholars. And therefore, corpuses of analytical studies, edited volumes of the compositions and...
other valuable secondary literature have been produced in the previous decades. In case of Tripura both the recognition and reception of its Bengali culture had been on a much better pedestal and continued for a longer period in comparison to Cachar. The efflorescence of the Bengali literary culture also lasted well into the twentieth century. Tripura, like other regions in the northeast, featured quite late into the British imperialistic designs. Even after its inclusion into the British territory during the middle of the nineteenth century, the Manikya Rajas of Tripura kingdom used to reside in palaces, they built new ones and the accession ceremonies of the later rajas used to be spectacles attended by hundreds of his subjects, as late as the in the 1920s. Portraits of such pompous coronation ceremonies adorn the walls of the royal palace cum museum which I witnessed during my visit to Agartala, exudes a sense of pride which the royal palace preserves in the bosom of it alongside other artifacts from the royal household.


The above image is of the Radha Madhav temple built during raja Krisna Manikya’s
time and the inscription which was found on the temple. This temple was built in the
place called Akhaura, which is presently in the Chittagong district of Bangladesh.
This inscription which stated that this temple was dedicated to Vishnu by the Raja
who was devout follower of Vaisnavism was written in Sanskrit language and in
Bengali characters. This temple was built in 1745 CE.

Notes
1 This was a term essentially used to denote the area on the northeastern side of
Bengal, the British capital. But like many residual ideas propounded by the British
colonialists, this term continued to be used without any critical enquiry regarding
the relevance of the term in the aftermath of Bengal’s relegation as the important
centre of power.
2 The region ruled by Heramba and Tripuri kingdom broadly correspond to West
Bengal and Bangladesh in the present day. This overlapping of controlled
territories by the two kingdoms was instrumental in designing the demographic,
cultural and literary fabric of the region. The prolific Assam Bengal trade since the
fifth century BCE also acted as one of the major links between the Bengal and
Brahmaputra-Barak Valley.
3 In 1874 the province of Assam was created with three predominantly Bengali
speaking districts of Cachar, Sylhet and Goalpara.
4 The Barak Valley consists of three districts in Assam, namely Cachar, Karimgunj
and Hailakandi in Assam.
5 It has to be mentioned here that before the arrival of the Ahoms in the scene i.e.
before the thirteenth century the Dimasa kingdom included quite a vast territory in
the valley, which included western part of Shibsagar, the Dhansiri Valley, the
Nowgang district and the North Cachar Hills of the present times.
7 All the translations from Bengali to English in the present paper are done by the
author unless the source is stated.
8 Mentioned in Bhattacharya, Sri Naradi, pp. xxiv-xxv
9 Mentioned in Sri Naradi Rasamrita, p. xxiv
10 Mentioned in Nath, Dimasa Sankritir, p. 80.
11 Mentioned in George Michell ed. Brick Temples of Bengal -From the Archives of
Plate number 23.
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